Abstract. Semantic knowledge can be separated from language by the knowledge abstract patterns which use entity attribute relationships. With the existing grammar knowledge, the computer can deal with grammar and semantic analysis step by step. Thus the human understanding process is simulated by the computer. This syntax and semantic separation of processing modes is consistent with the compilation of the computer programming language. In this way, we can accurately define the task of understanding natural language by a model of compiling natural language. What we are concerned with is the framework of knowledge, so that computers can use those knowledge accurately. The framework of knowledge include the definition and the organization of the entities, attributes and relationships of the real world. This paper proposed an entity attribute framework for the compiling model of natural language understanding by computer. Language is the carrier of the real world. The entities and attributes in the real world are simple and static objects, which can be directly mapped to the words. We defined the expression system using language units as entity-attribute-framework expression system. In this expression system, we divide the language units into entity words, attribute words, attribute value words and collection frameworks. In order to discuss that the semantic knowledge would have compiled calculation mode, we also compare these knowledge units with the computer programming language in this paper.
Introduction
Semantic knowledge can be separated from language by the knowledge abstract patterns which use entity attribute relationships. With the existing grammar knowledge, the computer can deal with grammar and semantic analysis step by step. Thus the human understanding process is simulated by the computer. This syntax and semantic separation of processing modes is consistent with the compilation of the computer programming language. In this way, we can accurately define the task of understanding natural language by a model of compiling natural language. Now what we are concerned with is the framework of knowledge, so that computers can use those knowledge accurately. The framework of knowledge include the definition and the organization of the entities, attributes and relationships of the real world. This paper proposed an entity attribute framework for the compiling model of natural language understanding by computer.
The Entity Attribute Framework
Language is the carrier of the real world. The entities and attributes in the real world are simple and static objects, which can be directly mapped to the words. However, the operations and relationships represent the actions of different entities, or entities and their attributes. One action is a complex situation. Unconsidering the internal definition of the situation, the core verb as the identity of the situation would be used to connect the entities or attributes which have relationships.
By the language collocation mode defining the situation verb, the entities and attributes corresponded to the words at the language level would be organizated to the network of concept. We defined the expression system using language units as entity-attribute-framework expression system. In this expression system, we divide the language units into entity words, attribute words, attribute value words and collection frameworks. In order to discuss that the semantic knowledge would have compiled calculation mode, we also compare these knowledge units with the computer programming language.
Entity words
Entity words are the language images of entities. The entity words would include objects that exist objectively or imagine, and also include abstract definitions, events time, places, and so on. One entity word could be a conceptual entity of a category, which corresponding to the top class in the programming language; It also could be an instantiation entity of one class. That entity must inherit from a conceptual entity. It corresponds to the object in the programming language.
Attribute words and attribute value words
Attribute words are the language images of attributes. One attribute word represents the structure or character of an entity. Meanwhile, one attribute word could be an entity word. Such as that head is a part of people, which is the attribute of people. At the same time, head is an entity word, and has its own attributes. One attribute word could not be an entity. Such as age of people would not be real object. The attribute words correspond to the member variables defined in the class in the programming language. The data types could be basic data types or another class (entity).
Attribute value words are the language images of the values of attributes. Such as the value of age would be a specific number. For an attribute word which also is an entity word, its value would be another instantiation of the entity. Such as wheel is an attribute of car. The value would be an entity which has its own attributes. Originally, the value of a simple attribute would be a given quantity or a representation of degree concepts.
For instance, long, short and 1 meter show the value of length attribute of an entity. 1 meter is a specific number. Then long and short are representations of degree concepts. The value of abstract attributes is only the representation of degree concept. For example, fine and preciseness are the values of the abstract attribute of style. Different attributes may have the same attribute value intersection. For example, 1 meter would be not only the value of length, but also the value of the height.
The attribute value words correspond to the value of the member variables in the programming language. For the class type member variable (entity attribute), its value would be a new instantiation of objects. Meanwhile, for the basic data type member variable (simple attribute), its value would be a constant number or a variable constrained by the basic data type as the tokens that could be automatically identify in compiler.
Collocation Frameworks
Collocation frameworks represent the language collocation model of relationship between entities and entities or attributes. Because the function is to identify the entity or attribute which participates in an action relationship, this collocation framework is a simple language instruction. The core of the frameworks is a verb. A collocation framework uses a collocation template of a verb to represent relationship or action between two entities, two attributes and an entity and an attribute. The verb is a fixed part of the template. The entity words and attribute words are the value of the generalized part of the template.
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In that case, this framework could be inherited by the vertical relationship between entities. For instance, the template of "people eat something" is [#entity1] eat/v [#entity2]. Since the entities are generalized, the variable of this framework could be changed by the same type of entities which has the same root in the inherited network.
Thereby, the collocation framework could be inherited used. Corresponding to the programming language, the verb expressed the action is a member function or a friend function. These functions are overloaded with the default parameters. The collocation framework is the declaration of this verb function. Its use is to indicate a legal non-default parameter, such as entities or attributes. The definition of the verb function is the complex descriptive definition of the "situation" mentioned above.
The Compiling Model of Semantic Knowledge
It would be possible to compile natural language as the specific mapping of the abstract definition and the correspondence between the expression form and the programming language. Not all words can correspond to entities, attributes, or verbs of frameworks. Many words can not find their categories because they are keywords in the natural language compilation system. These words indicate the value of the default parameter in the verbal functions.
Obviously, for the compilation of natural language understanding, the first step is to establish the symbol tables of the sentences or paragraphs. That is mapping the language to the picture. If the definition of picture would be complete, the prototype of world would be reproduce. That is the thorough understanding of the language.
Therefore, the basic semantic knowledge constructed for computer should be the knowledge system that would construct the symbol tables automatically. This knowledge system not only has the structure definition of symbol table, but also has the connection point in the process of symbol table establishment. Situation, which is the function definition of the verb, would be established based on the natural language symbol table.
Conclusion
Semantic knowledge can be separated from language by the knowledge abstract patterns which use entity attribute relationships. With the existing grammar knowledge, the computer can deal with grammar and semantic analysis step by step. Thus the human understanding process is simulated by the computer.
This syntax and semantic separation of processing modes is consistent with the compilation of the computer programming language. In this way, we can accurately define the task of understanding natural language by a model of compiling natural language. What we are concerned with is the framework of knowledge, so that computers can use those knowledge accurately.
The framework of knowledge include the definition and the organization of the entities, attributes and relationships of the real world. This paper proposed an entity attribute framework for the compiling model of natural language understanding by computer. Language is the carrier of the real world. The entities and attributes in the real world are simple and static objects, which can be directly mapped to the words.
We defined the expression system using language units as entity-attribute-framework expression system. In this expression system, we divide the language units into entity words, attribute words, attribute value words and collection frameworks. In order to discuss that the semantic knowledge would have compiled calculation mode, we also compare these knowledge units with the computer programming language in this paper.
